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Baby Gonna Holla 

By Will Avery © 2014 
 

Greetings and welcome to the Baby Gonna Holla musical journey. Each song paints an episode from different times 

in my life. Years of playing violin in orchestra gives me a basic understanding of music theory; however, I primarily 

compose music based on feelings. Key signatures, progressions and rhythms are secondary to how I feel when 

putting everything together. While the keyboard is my main instrument used for making music, this project uses 

many live musicians such as drums, bass, flute, violin, sax, guitar, etc. Thank you for sharing your time to 

experience some happy moments captured in a bottle, Baby Gonna Holla. I hope you enjoy. 

Truly, 

 

Will 

 

# Title Description Length 

1 So Darn Cute 
A sweet jazzy message of love. The times together, both 
good & bad, form memories like a work of art.  2:50 

2 Yeah (Instrumental) 
A cowbell-licious retro romp that crosses "Soul Bossa Nova" 
from Austin Powers & "Tequila" by the Champs 1:57 

3 Funky Funky 
The project title, self-intro, references to daughter, day to 
day struggles & life attitudes merge with new realizations. 1:48 

4 Turn Around 
Easy to remember and fun to dance. Turn around to the 
groove like in a trance... A classic children's song. 1:20 

5 Dinosaur 
The sax roars the dinosaur cry over a smooth melodic 
bassoon. What do you say to a big hungry dinosaur?  1:31 

6 Life Imperfect (Instrumental) Organic, raw sounds canvas emotional ups and down.  5:15 

7 Double Ka Meetha 
A soulful reflection on daughter growing up quickly.  
Indian sweet bread describes sweet-spicy personality. 3:35 

8 Love My Baby Tied around baby girl's finger - what's a daddy to do? 3:31 

9 Hungry Elephants 
Homage to "Six Blind Men & the Elephant" and a Chinese 
poem, "Counting Frogs". An open mind can see the obvious 2:38 

10 Classic Lullaby (Instrumental) First song I ever composed on keyboard at 14 years old.  2:32 

11 ABC Jobs 
Inspirational message of chasing your dream ties in with 
learning the alphabet. The world is your pearl... 3:49 

12 Super DBA 
Humorous description of my alter ego and day job. When 
not doing music, I'm using SQL Powers to save the day.  4:23 

13 Bamalama (OW) Did you realize OW has 2 sounds? Well, now you know. 1:35 

14 Bamalama (AW) 
In 1st grade, the class said "Awwww" in unison when 
somebody got in trouble. AW - Obey the law. 0:57 

15 Bamalama (EA) 
After you eat your peas, spread jam on the bread. 
EA - just ahead, you will reach your dream. 1:35 

16 Bamalama (KN) 
In "KN" the "K" is quiet. It let's "N" do the talking. In the 
silence, there is knowledge that you may find shocking.  0:57 

17 Bop Bidee Bong (Instrumental) When something aggravating interrupts a mellow time... 2:53 

18 Chinese Zodiac Sign - FULL 
12 Chinese Zodiac signs & common personality traits. 
Enjoy a festive Chinese New Year celebration. 6:42 

19 206 Bones (Remix) 
From the bones in your hands to the bones in your feet, add 
them up to a really cool beat. 206 bones, so unique 2:32 

20 Periodic Elements - Little Things (New) 
Fun + 1 cool groove * 118 periodic elements = 1 win for 
chemistry! Let the elements settle... deep inside your mind. 9:06 

21 Funky Funky (Instrumental) 
Inspiration is like the wind. When it is blowing, that is the 
best time to fly kite. When it is not blowing, design the kite.  1:45 

22 Goodbye 
As one journey ends, another begins.  I look forward to 
meeting you again & sharing more experiences. See you... 2:28 
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So Darn Cute   by Will Avery © 2014 
(Piano - Eugene Iosilevich, Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Vocals - Will Avery) 
  
I love you when you're crazy  
I love you when you're smart   
Just because you're so darn cute   
And have a loving heart  
 
Memories are simply time trapped in your mind   
The times we share whether good or bad   
Are what a life is meant to have   
  
I love you when you're crazy   
I love you when you're smart   
Just because you're so darn cute   
And have a loving heart  
  
To Live and love, to love and live 
Without both neither exist   
To look in your eyes, to feel your touch   
Or just to have your tender kiss 
 
The times when we're together   
The times when we're apart   
The memories you give to me  
Are like a work of art  
  

 
Yeah (Instrumental)   by Will Avery © 2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums/Cowbell - Graham Doby, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, 
Sax/Flute/Piccolo - John DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery) 
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Funky-Funky by Will Avery © 2014 
(Bass/Trumpet - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax - John 
DiSanto, Vocals/Percussion - Will Avery) 
 
No “I” in team, but two in winning 
Me and myself will take you back to the beginning 
For the boys and the girls, the men and the women 
Red light stop, but the world keeps spinning 
 
Another day another dime… What happened to my dollar? 
If baby gets no milk, baby gonna holla 
Don’t be sad and grey. The sun comes out tomorrow 
A penny for my thoughts, I’d have a billion dollars 
I’m a bad mamma jamma. Do the split in my pajamas 
I can do the bop and a little MC Hammer 
I love eating fruits like apples and bananas 
I jab you with my phonics and hook you with my grammar 
Music in my soul and funk in my body 
If I get the blues, chop kick it like karate 
 

 

 

Turn Around  by Will Avery © 2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Clarinet - John DiSanto, 
Vocals - Will Avery) 
 
Turn around and around 
And around and around 
Dizzy, dizzy, dizzy 
But you don’t fall down 
 

 
 

Dinosaur by Will Avery © 2014 
(Drums - Graham Doby, Bassoon/Sax - John DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery) 
 
Dinosaur, Dinosaur  
Big and tall  
Don’t eat me.  
I’m too small 
 

 

 
Life Imperfect (Instrumental)   by Will Avery © 2014 
(Piano - Eugene Iosilevich, Drums - Graham Doby, Bass - Andrew Griffin) 
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Double Ka Meetha by Will Avery ©2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Piano - Eugene Iosilevich, Vocals/Guitar - Will 

Avery, Backing Vocals - Joey Baham, Guest Vocals - "Baby Ka Meetha") 
 

Verse 1 

Baby's a conundrum. She puts me in a pickle. 

I touched her on the knee. She giggles and she says "That tickles" 

She likes to change her mind because she's so so fickle. 

She gives me her 2 cents, plus a quarter and a nickel. 

32 pennies for 32 thoughts 

My sweet honey bun with the pepper and the salt 

32 pennies for 32 thoughts 

That's my sweet honey bun with the pepper and the salt 

CHORUS 

Double Ka Meetha. Ballay Ballay 

Double Ka Meetha. Ballay Ballay 

Double Ka Meetha. Ballay Ballay 

Give me one more for the road before I go. 

Double Ka Meetha. Ballay Ballay 

Double Ka Meetha. Ballay Ballay 

Double Ka Meetha. Ballay Ballay 

Give me one more for the road 

See no, hear no, speak no evil. Shh 

Baby is a rebel screaming "Power to the people!" 

Power to the people, power to the people 

Power to the, power to the, power to the people! 

In the blink of an eye she's grown and gone 

Out in the world all on her own 

Remember any time that you can come home 

And on my birthday call me on the phone 

(CHORUS) 
 

(Verse 1) 
 

(CHORUS) 
 

L-l-l-lady, s-so amazing (Lady. So amazing) 

Literally my my my b-b-baby (That's my baby) 

L-l-l-lady, s-so amazing (Lady. So amazing) 

Literally my my my b-b-baby (That's my baby) 

L-l-l-lady, s-so amazing (Lady. So amazing) 

Literally my my my b-b-baby (That's my baby) 

L-l-l-lady, s-so amazing (Lady. So amazing) 

Literally my baby (That's my baby) 

(CHORUS) 
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Love My Baby  by Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Vocals/Keyboard - 
Will Avery, Guest Vocals - "Baby Ka Meetha") 
 
I love my baby and she loves me, too. 
I do most anything she asks me to. 
I love her. I said it before.  
But I’ll say it again and I’ll say it once more.  
Because I love my baby and she loves me, too. 
She always tries to do something new. 
She makes me laugh and makes me smile. 
Because she’s so darn cute and versatile 
 
My sweetie pie, apple of my eye 
You can do anything if you try. 
I’ll be by your side to hold your hand  
You can talk to me. I’ll understand (yeah, yeah) 
 
My little one, life has begun 
So many challenges to overcome 
I’ll be by your side to hold your hand  
You can talk to me. I’ll understand (yeah, yeah) 
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Hungry Elephants  by Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Vocals/Keyboard - Will Avery) 
  
If you close your mind, you'll never see  
what is there so obviously. 
Is it a snake, a spear, a wall, a fan, a rope or a tree? 

Nope. E-L-E-P-H-A-N-T 
 

1 hungry elephant, 1hungry elephant 
1hungry, 1 hungry, 1 

1 hungry elephant walking down the street 
1 trunk, 2 ears, 4 big feet 
What’s for dinner? It’s time to eat. 
     Peanuts, peanuts! 
What a treat. 
  
2 hungry elephants, 2 hungry elephants 
2 hungry, 2 hungry, 2 

2 hungry elephants walking down the street 
2 trunks, 4 ears, 8 big feet 
What’s for dinner? It’s time to eat. 
     Peanuts, peanuts! 
What a treat. 
  

If you close your mind, you'll never see  
what is there so obviously. 
Is it a snake, a spear, a wall, a fan, a rope or a tree? 

Nope. E-L-E-P-H-A-N-T 

 

3 hungry elephants, 3 hungry elephants 
3 hungry, 3 hungry, 3 

3 hungry elephants walking down the street 
3 trunks, 6 ears, 12 big feet 
What’s for dinner? It’s time to eat. 
     Peanuts, peanuts! 
What a treat. 
  
4 hungry elephants, 4 hungry elephants 
4 hungry, 4 hungry, 4 

4 hungry elephants walking down the street 
4 trunks, 8 ears, 16 big feet 
What’s for dinner? It’s time to eat. 
     Peanuts, peanuts! 
What a treat. 
 

 

Classic Lullaby (Instrumental)   by Will Avery © 2014 

(Piano - Eugene Iosilevich, Flute - John DiSanto, Viola/Violin - Karen Hopkins) 
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ABC Jobs  by Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Piano - Eugene Iosilevich, Guitar - Aaron 
Sefchick, Violin - Karen Hopkins, Vocals - Will Avery & Joey Baham) 

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. Be what you wanna be.  

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. Uh huh 

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. Be what you wanna be.  

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. 

 

A is for astronaut. Fly to the moon in a rocket ship. Zoom, zoom, zoom 

B is for barber. Cut your hair. Clip, clip, clip. Sit still in the chair 

C is for chef in a restaurant. Chop, chop, chop. Cook whatever you want 

D is for drummer. Keep a steady tempo. Ratta-tat-tat. Hi-hat and cymbals 

E is for engineer. Make a new design. Sketch, sketch, sketch. Stand the test of time 

F is for firefighter. Putting out a fire. Trickle, trickle, trickle. Make the water pressure higher 

G is for geologist. Discover mysteries. Dig, dig, dig. Unearthing history 

H is for hockey player. Skate, skate, skate. Hit the puck in the goal. Skate a figure eight 

I is for inventor. Clever, clever, clever. Making something new to make life a little better 

J is for judge. The law is hard to sort. Bang, bang, bang the gavel. Order in the court 

K is for Kung fu teacher. Master self-defense. Huuh whattah! Training is intense. 

L is for lion tamer. Big cat trainer.  Kyia, kyia, kyia. Circus entertainer 

M is for mechanic. Working on your car. Vroom, vroom, vroom. Keeps you going very far 

N is for nurse. Helps you when you're ill. Cough, cough, achoo! Here's a shot and a pill. 

O is for optometrist. Examining your vision. Blink, blink, blink.  20/20 sight precision 

P is for pianist. Play a tune that's lively. Kitschy kitschy koo. Tickling the ivories 

Q is for quarterback. Hut, hut, hut. Get a touchdown but don't get touched. 

R is for radio host. Very out spoken. Check, check, check. Is the microphone broken? 

S is for soldier. Marching in formation. Left, right, left. Defending the nation. 

T is for taxi driver. Driving down the street. Picking up passengers. Beep, beep, beep. 

U is for umpire. Calling every play. Foul, foul, foul. Using signals to display 

V is for violinist. Music soothes the soul. Play a pleasant melody. Do re mi fa so 

W is for watchmaker. Tick to the tock. Making all the pieces work together in a clock. 

X is for x-ray technician. See inside your body. Click, click, click. Picture what's inside your body. 

Y is for yoga instructor. Meditate and stretch. Breathe in. Breathe out... Relieving all the stress. 

Z is for zookeeper. Do what's necessary to keep all the animals feeling very merry. 

 

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. Be what you wanna be.  

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. Uh huh 

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. Be what you wanna be.  

ABC to the JOB. The world's your pearl. 

Put you mind to it. You can do it. Be anything. 
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Super DBA by Will Avery ©2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Guitar Solo - Aaron Sefchick, Guitar/Vocals - Will 

Avery) 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m Super Database Administrator 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m Sup... Super DBA 

 

I was walking in the park. Saw a cat up a tree 

“Please, Super DBA. You got to help me” 

I looked up. The cat started falling down. 

I had to think quick before it hit the ground. 

     UPDATE park SET ground=’cotton candy’; 

     COMMIT; 

The cat landed and everything was dandy. 

The lady said, “Thanks” and the kids had fun. 

Free cotton candy for everyone 

 

I'm Super Super DBA 

Using SQL powers to save the day 

RMAN's got my back night and day 

I fast commit transactions with no delay 

 

Hackers get back. No getting in my system 

Got powerful password packet encryption 

I roll like a stone. Walk like an Egyptian 

Anything WACK - not in my description 

I can undo the past. Flash you back to the present 

You got to give me space. Time is of the essence 

Forever growing. Knowledge flowing 

If I select one record, you can't handle what I'm 

showing. 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m Super Database Administrator 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m... Super DBA 

My DBA phone was ringing early in the morning 

It was an ORA- critical. I had to get going 

To the DBA Mobile. Riding really fast. 

Putt, putt... Running out of gas.  

     INSERT INTO car (tank) VALUES ('fuel'); 

     COMMIT; 

Vroom. Cruising down the avenue. 

     UPDATE traffic_light SET color='green'; 

      COMMIT; 

Like that, I was there on the scene. 

 

I came in the door. I saw this before. 

It was a party but nobody was dancing on the floor. 

To make the people move. Get into the groove  

I grabbed the microphone went Check 1, 2 

     SELECT hip FROM hop; 

     SELECT dont FROM stop; 

     SELECT a_little_funk FROM the_planet_rock; 

     SELECT cool FROM jazz  

          WHERE the_beat='pizzazz'; 

     SELECT the_best FROM anything_you_ever_had; 

 

All is good and the case is closed. 

Up to the cloud away I go... 

I got RACs on RACs to data guard your back 

Scaling through the grid stopping any attack 

I'm Super Super DBA 

Using SQL powers to save the day 

RMAN's got my back night and day 

I fast commit transactions with no delay 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m Super Database Administrator 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m Sup... Super DBA 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m Super Database Administrator 

Cooler than ice chillin’ in refrigerators 

I’m... Super DBA 
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Bamalama (OW)  by Will Avery ©2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax/Clarinet - John 

DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery) 

 

Bamalama, Phonics Time. 

Now it's time to bust a rhyme. 

OW [oh] [oh] 

OW [oh]  

 

The water flows. The flower grows. 

Is it yellow? I don't know. 

See a show. Snails are slow. 

Tie a bow below your elbow. 

 

Bamalama, Phonics Time. 

Now it's time to bust a rhyme. 

OW [ou] [ou] 

OW [ou]  

 

Milk a brown cow. Show me how. 

Wipe the sweat off your eyebrow. 

Here's a towel. Use it now. 

Don't frown. Say, "Wow!" Take a bow. 

 

Bamalama, Phonics Time. 

Now it's time to end this rhyme. 

If you want to review, just press rewind. 

Peace out. I will see you the next time. 
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Bamalama (AW) by Will Avery ©2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax/Clarinet - John 

DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery) 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to bust a rhyme. 

AW [aw] [aw] 

AW [aw]  

 

Play on a seesaw. Color time, we draw. 

I saw what he saw. The donkey said, “Heehaw.” 

Barbeque coleslaw - Don’t eat meat raw. 

Click it or ticket. Obey the law. 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to end this rhyme. 

If you want to review, just press rewind.  

Peace out. I will see you the next time. 
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Bamalama (EA) by Will Avery ©2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax/Clarinet - John 

DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery) 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to bust a rhyme. 

EA [ee] [ee] 

EA [ee]  

 

Eat your peas. Beat the heat. 

Retreat does not mean defeat. 

Chase your dream. Loudly scream. 

Please baby please. I want ice-cream. 

 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to bust a rhyme. 

EA [e] [e] 

EA [e]  

 

Spread the jam on the bread. 

Nah… I want peanut butter instead.  

Boldly tread. Face what’s ahead. 

Sow a stitch in time with needle and thread. 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to end this rhyme. 

If you want to review, just press rewind.  

Peace out. I will see you the next time. 
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Bamalama (KN)  by Will Avery ©2014 

(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax/Clarinet - John 

DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery) 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to bust a rhyme. 

KN [n] [n] 

KN [n]  

 

The knight knelt on one knee. 

He used a knife to carve the tree. 

He turned the door knob, knocked and knocked. 

He did not know it was unlocked. 

 

Bamalama Phonics Time.  

Now it's time to end this rhyme. 

If you want to review, just press rewind.  

Peace out. I will see you the next time. 
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Bop Bidee Bong (Instrumental) by Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Sax - John DiSanto, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, 
Piano - Eugene Iosilevich) 
 
 
 

Chinese Zodiac Sign by Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Flute - John DiSanto, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, 
Vocals/Keyboard - Will Avery) 

What is your Chinese Zodiac sign?  
     I was born in the year of the rat. 
 
Everybody says you're smart  
if you're born in the year of the rat. 

1st rat - smart 
2nd ox - hardworking 
3rd tiger - brave 
4th rabbit - gentle 
5th dragon - powerful 
6th snake - charming 
7th  horse - helpful 
8th goat - creative 
9th monkey - naughty 
10th rooster - honest 
11th dog - loyal 
12th pig - generous 
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206 Bones  by Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Shawn Leonard, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax - John DiSanto, 
Guitar/Percussion/Vocals - Will Avery) 
 
206 bones in my body 
Each one is very unique. 
 
   54   bones are in my hands.  
        There are 52   bones in my feet. 
     6   bones are in my arms.  
        There are   8   bones in my legs. 
   26   bones are in my spine.  
        There are 28   bones in my head. 
     1   sternum,  
     1   hyoid,  
    24   ribs; almost done 
     4   bones are in my shoulders.  
                     +    2   hip bones in my bum. Add them all up. 
                    -----------     
                      206   bones make me complete.  
 
206 bones in my body 
Each one is very unique. 
206 bones in my body 
Each one is very unique. 
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Periodic Elements - Little Things (New)  by Will Avery ©2014 

(Drums - Shawn Leonard, Bass - Andrew Griffin, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Sax - John DiSanto , Vocals/Keyboard - Will Avery) 

Recline, unwind, feel the funky rhyme  
Let the elements settle deep inside your mind 
Recline, unwind, feel the funky rhyme  
Let the elements settle… 
    Little things mean, little things mean 
    Little things mean a lot  (periodic elements)  
    Little things mean, little things mean 
    Little things mean a lot 

No hydrogen, the sun is gone  
No oxygen, you won’t be breathing for long 
No carbon, you got no diamond rings  
Elements are relevant to everything 
So small, we cannot see.   
But without one we might not be. 
That’s why I say with all I got… 
Little things mean a lot 

1. Hydrogen - sending rocket ships to the moon 
2. Helium - blowing up party balloons 
3. Lithium - it can alter your mood 
4. Beryllium - important for X-ray tubes 
5. Boron - essential for plant life 
6. Carbon - make a diamond ring. Will you be my wife? 
7. Nitrogen - when liquefied is super freezing 
8. Oxygen - is needed (inhale) to keep you breathing 
9. Fluorine - in toothpaste; you smile so pretty 
10. Neon - lights brighten up the city  
11. Sodium - salty making metal rust 
12. Magnesium - 2% of the Earth’s crust 
13. Aluminum - foil wrapping up leftovers 
14. Silicon - chips in computers get bolder 
15. Phosphorus - celebrate making fireworks 
16. Sulfur - as a nutrient helps your body work 
17. Chlorine - cannonball splashing in the pool 
18. Argon - fighting cancer and preserving paint, too 
19. Potassium - almost always in fertilizer 
20. Calcium - in dairy you grow taller and wiser 
21. Scandium - light strong sports equipment 
22. Titanium - strong and corrosion resistant  
23. Vanadium - good for fixing dies to fabrics 
24. Chromium - is remarkably magnetic 
25. Manganese - in spinach, rice and beans 
26. Iron - for the hemoglobin in your blood stream 
27. Cobalt - producing alloys and colored glass 
28. Nickel - making nickels - Make every penny last with… 
29. Copper - in the wire, in the pipes, in the cars 
30. Zinc - for a rash you can rub it on your arm 
31. Gallium - on glass makes a mirror; one answer 
32. Germanium - is a big immune enhancer 
33. Arsenic - is poisonous; sealing your doom 
34. Selenium - From Greek: ‘Selene’ meaning moon 
35. Bromine - is a thick reddish-brown gas 
36. Krypton - is classified as a “Nobel Gas” 
37. Rubidium - in coffee, tea, fruits and veggies 
Never thought that elements could be so heavy 
Yeah... that’s what I said. 
So many elements are floating in my head 
 
38. Strontium - “Alkaline Earth Metal” used in flares 
39. Yttrium - bad for your lungs if inhaled in the air 
40. Zirconium - “Transition metal” good for making jewelry 
41. Niobium - is ductile if you get it purely 
42. Molybdenum - makes metal hard, nicknamed “Molly” 
43. Technetium - rust preventative makes the tin man feel jolly 
44. Ruthenium - discovered in Russia in the mines 
45. Rhodium - making jewelry sparkle and shine 
46. Palladium - in automobile catalytic converters 
47. Silver - spoon in your mouth, have pudding for dessert 
48. Cadmium - battery up toys for the kids to play 
49. Indium - in flat panel LCD displays 
50. Tin - making whistles and coating steel cans 
51. Antimony - may be toxic, better wash it off your hands 
52. Tellurium - potent for producing body odor 
53. Iodine - antiseptic, throw salt over your shoulder 
54. Xenon - effective as a general anesthetic 
55. Cesium - used in cells that’s photoelectric 
56. Barium - for enemas or to poison rats 
57. Lanthanum - studio lights in Hollywood, what about that 
58. Cerium - making sparks in lighter flints 
59. Praseodymium - helping glassblowers not to squint  
60. Neodymium - forming a permanent magnet 
61. Promethium - is highly radioactive 

62. Samarium - dating samples from the moon  
63. Europium - in televisions makes red and blue  
64. Gadolinium - take a dose for the MRI machine 
65. Terbium - in televisions makes yellow and green 
66. Dysprosium - modulate and control nuclear reactors 
67. Holmium - has the highest magnetic X-factor 
68. Erbium - powerful pink, stops nuclear fission 
69. Thulium - hard to separate like that impossible mission 
70. Ytterbium - discovered in the Sweden town Ytterby 
71. Lutetium - dating meteorites. Don’t think you heard me 
72. Hafnium - transistors replacing silicon 
73. Tantalum - capacitors in mobile cell phones 
74. Tungsten - used in those old light bulb filaments 
Now we got about two thirds of the elements  
Yeah... That’s what I said 
So many elements are floating in my head 
 

75. Rhenium - high-octane gasoline that’s lead-free 
76. Osmium - found in fountain pens and jewelry 
77. Iridium - chemical catalyst very intensive 
78. Platinum - making jewelry, fighting cancer, expensive  
79. Gold - coins, gold treasure, gold such a pleasure 
80. Mercury - in thermometers, the heat we can measure 
81. Thallium - poisonous, fatal and toxic 
82. Lead - in pencils and radiation blocking 
83. Bismuth - a metal so heavy and precious 
84. Polonium - a trigger for nuclear weapons 
85. Astatine - highly radioactive halogen 
86. Radon - bad for your lung B.K.A. carcinogen  
87. Francium - Obviously named after France 
88. Radium - luminescent paints, put you in a trance 
89. Actinium - glowing blue radiation 
90. Thorium - in nuclear power generating 
91. Protactinium - the “parent of actinium” 
92. Uranium - natural nuclear fuel of the millennium 
93. Neptunium - the first synthetic, man-made element 
94. Plutonium - power to the moon Apollo 11 
95. Americium - in house hold smoke detectors 
96. Curium - named for Marie Curie with much respect 
97. Berkelium - first synthesized in 1949 
98. Californium - metal detector and keeping planes flying 
99. Einsteinium - named after Albert Einstein 
100. Fermium - radioactive but nothing else comes to mind  
101. Mendelevium - Dmitri Mendeleev founded the periodic table 
102. Nobelium - for the prize of the one who’s most able 
103. Lawrencium - a half-life of about 3 minutes 
104. Rutherfordium - research group Nobel Prize most winning 
105. Dubnium - synthesized in Dubna in Russia 
106. Seaborgium - made at the University of California 
107. Bohrium - named in honor of Niels Bohr 
108. Hassium - discovered in Germany in 1984 
109. Meitnerium - located in groups 3 - 12 
110. Darmstadtium  - also in groups 3 - 12 as well  
111. Roentgenium  - is man-made and is still kind of cryptic 
It’s hard to analyze what is gone before you witness 
Yeah... That’s what I said 
So many elements are floating in my head 
 

A few more elements remaining on the list. 
Synthesized and hard to study so I’ll end it like this… 

  112. Copernicium     
  113. Ununtrium       
  114. Flerovium  
  115. Ununpentium  

116. Livermorium 
117. Ununseptium 
118. Ununoctium 
  

Whooowee That’s a lot…  to digest at one time 
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Goodbye  Will Avery ©2014 
(Bass - Andrew Griffin, Drums - Graham Doby, Guitar - Aaron Sefchick, Flute/Piccolo - John 
DiSanto, Vocals - Will Avery & Joey Baham)  
 
Goodbye. Goodbye. See you next time 
Goodbye. Goodbye. Goodbye. 
Goodbye. Goodbye. See you next time 
Goodbye. Goodbye. Goodbye. Goodbye. 
 
4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 4xia 1yi4si 4jian4mian.    
 4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 
4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 4xia 1yi4si 4jian4mian.    
 4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 4Zai4jian. 
 
Adios. Adios. Hasta luego. 
Adios. Adios. Adios. 
Adios. Adios. Hasta luego. 
Adios. Adios. Adios. Adios. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


